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SQUIDS FROM SPACE is a team-based tactical PvP top-down shooter where the Earth is under attack from a race of sinister
aliens -- The Squids! Taking place in a retro 1950's setting, the people of Earth must unite and fight back, pitting human

weapons of war against the Squids' bizarre technology in a battle for the future of the planet!

Join Our Community!

We have a Discord Community that anyone is welcome to join! Get instant interaction with the creators of SQUIDS FROM
SPACE. Ask questions, voice concerns, share your ideas, and share your creative content (videos, streams, art, etc) with others.

http://discord.gg/squidsfromspace

FEATURES

Play as a human and defend Earth, or play as a Squid and conquer it!

Engage in chaotic fire-fights in a light-hearted and colorful universe.

Different game modes with multiple maps!

Battles last 10~15 minutes, making it easy to play as much or as little as you want.

As a human, blast your foes with shotguns, rocket launchers, grenades or bundles of dynamite!

As a Squid, disintegrate your enemies with deadly rays, or pilot a massive Crawler Tank!

Out-strategize your opponents by collecting resources and unlocking better weapons for your team.

Blow up cars, gas stations, oil barrels, and plenty of other things as you wage war across the map.

AI bots with different personalities automatically fill empty team slots.

Plenty of support-style weapons to choose from, for those who are teamwork-inclined!
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Title: SQUIDS FROM SPACE
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Fun Bits
Publisher:
Fun Bits
Release Date: 16 Jun, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 (64 bit only), Windows 8 (64 bit only), Windows 10 (64 bit only)

Processor: X64 Dual Core CPU, 2+ GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Discrete Non Mobile GPU with 1 GB Ram

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Any

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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This game is HELLA FUN! It's just a lot of shooting and laughing with friends! I highly recommend it! Perfect for game nights
and just senseless fun with friends!!!. I bought this game about 3 hours ago, and currently have 2.8 hours playtime. It's so
addictive. I'm loving it, the community is awesome and I highly suggest anyone who likes top down shooters.. grab it now!. The
most PvP fun I've had since Fat Princess. This game is INCREDIBLE and the devs continue to innovate at every turn. I'm so
happy I found this game!

Squids From Space takes a simple game of capture the flag and turns it into clutch demolishing humans with a mech and
laughing maniacally while driving a jeep over pesky squids. There are other game modes besides capture the flag, like king of
the hill and capture and hold, and each mode can be one valuable player away from winning the game for your team. If you have
a crew of friends you usually play PvP games with, buy Squids From Space for the whole squad and enjoy a few hours of
extreme rage and\/or the sweet taste of victory.. Great time killer and fun gameplay.. This game deservers more attention. Its
extremely well rounded for being in Early Access. I haven't had so much fun and laughed so hard in a long time. Highly
recommend this game and I look forward to seeing more content from these guys!
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10/10 This game is amazing. Super fun and easy to learn.. My friends and I found this game to be surprisingly fun. The game is
smooth, looks good and plays great.. failed game. Pretty fantastic! The initial map is a real playground with all the tools
available. Brings me back to my dev days. Thanks Fun Bits!. this game is amazingly fun! I would suggest making sure you play
completly thru the tutorial or you will miss the Squi side of the tutorial. i highly recomend this game if you want something to
play with friends or just to kill some time!. I absolutely loved this game I thought it was funny how the game is revolved around
Humans Vs. [Alien Species Here] and the aliens are squids, I love squids and I also love this game, although some stuff seem
unfinished and weird, its still ok, not everything needs to be implemented completely, there was something I was confused about
but I instantly got used to it.. It's games like this that give me the most satisfaction in indie games!

Fun Bits knocked it out of the park in gameplay

AI pathing is still a little rough (had to blow up a jeep to get them to go properly) but that is something that I'm sure will be
hammered out in release. Please do support this game!. Imagine Fat Princess but with Squids and Soldiers and bob's your uncle
and david's your dad. This game is a solid lovely game with friendly active devs and a anti-toxic playerbase. Still needs work
(performance and tutorial mainly) but the game is lovely.. this game is amazingly fun! I would suggest making sure you play
completly thru the tutorial or you will miss the Squi side of the tutorial. i highly recomend this game if you want something to
play with friends or just to kill some time!
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